yeah I just had a look on the board over there and it came out
that I was accepted into chem one three oh
good
and have you looked at the other what was the other one
oh info it's not there
yeah that number's info mm
right you'll need to go to
who's who's the main contact person on the board
you need to go and see that person whoever it is
oh is there a name on the board

oh yeah

yes and the room number and get that changed to a c
and they will also tell you what lab stream you're in too
right yep
and lab stream
so get that signed then you'll need a signature from
who's your major person
it's gonna be was gonna be economics so I'll
have to go up there
oh actually you're a BA?
Yeah
English)

(from the Wellington Corpus of Spoken

It is useful to distinguish two different but related meanings of ' interaction
'. First, interaction can be viewed as the social behaviour that occurs when
one

person

communicates with

another. Interaction in

this

sense

is

interpersonal. It can occur face‐to‐face, in which case it usually takes place
through the oral medium, or it can occur as displaced activity, in which case it
generally involves the written medium. In some sense, oral interpersonal
interaction is basic to human communication, as all communities, whether
literate or not, engage in it. Also, it constitutes the primary purpose for our
species ‐ specific language capacity and the means by which it has developed
both photoelectrically and ontogenetically. This book will concern itself
mainly with oral interaction of the interpersonal kind. Second, interaction can
occur inside our minds, both when we engage in the kind of 'private speech'
discussed by Vygotsky (1978), and, more covertly, when different modules of
the mind interact to construct an understanding of or a response to some
phenomenon. In reading, for example, we draw interactively on our ability to
decode print, our stored knowledge of the language we are reading and the
content schemata through which our knowledge of the world is organized.

Interaction of this kind, then, is intrapersonal. This book will also consider
intrapersonal interaction and its relation to second language (L2)learning.

By‐pass

neck

abort, absorb, accelerate, accent,
accusation, acid, acre

Webster¡s 3rd International Dictionary
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Dictionary

Typhoon Dianmu, which influenced weather conditions on the peninsula over
the weekend, brought heavy rain that left some 400 people homeless and
caused the blocking of roads and railways.
Though the rain stopped Monday afternoon, the rainy season is forecast to
start Friday.

Dianmu struck western Japan, but produced over 300 millimeters of rainfall
in some regions of Korea, particularly in the southern parts of the peninsula.
Munkyong, in North Kyonsang Province, reported a total of 366mm of
rain from Friday through Monday. Chongju received 332 millimeters of rainfall,

Chechon 321, Taejon 296, Tonghae 300, Hampyong 248, and Chonju 243,
according to the Korea Meteorological Administration.
The rain inundated 222 homes, leaving 522 people homeless nationwide. It
also swept over a total of 29,794 hectares of farmland and caused power
failures to 26,800 houses across the nation, according to the Central

Disaster and Safety Countermeasures Headquarters.

Two people lost their lives while four others went missing.
Some parts of the railroads between Chongnyangni in Seoul c Kangnung were

inundated around 7 p.m. Sunday delaying trains for one to eight hours. Rail
services recovered at 8 a.m. the following day.
The rain stopped Monday, and clear skies are forecast for today. But it will
start to rain again in Cheju Island from Thursday and nationwide from
Friday, with the beginning of the seasonal rainy spell.
(From The Korea Times on the web)
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